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Items Needed

Cannabis

Rolling papers  (ZigZag, Bambu, and Easywider) 

Grinder

Crutch (A.K.A. �lter or tip)
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Remove paper from packet - Notice your paper will typically be folded in half. Look at the long ends of the paper and you’ll 
notice one side is bare and the other side has a glue strip that’s sort of sticky. Make a note of where the sticky strip is.

Find your fold, and with the stick strip up and facing you, create a new fold in the paper just below the halfway point. 
Essentially you want the sticky end to not have any paper touching it when you create your new fold.

Steps

1. 

2. 
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3. Pinch and twist the right edges together towards the sticky strip so the sticky end will fold over the twisted part.

4. With the boat end secured, you can begin the process of loading freshly ground greens into your boat.

5. Ground your cannabis so it’s chucky and �rm.

6. Add an appropriate amount of bud into your boat.
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Pick everything up and roll it back and forth until the mix in the rolling paper is evenly dispersed and cylindrical in shape.7.

Lay the �lter down in the center at the end of the joint, the side that does not have the twisted boat end. Putting the �lter in 
before rolling saves hassle and makes it more likely that you'll get a perfect �t.

8.
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After the weed has been coaxed into a nicely formed log, it’s time to start easing the bottom half of the rolling paper over the 
greens and underneath the top of the rolling paper. You’re going to want to start at the �lter end so you can keep the �lter in 
nice and tight, which helps to roll the rest of the joint to the end. To reiterate, the sticky strip should be folding face down 
around the outside of the paper along the bottom.

9.

When a nice pointed joint begins to take shape, slide your tongue along the sticky strip to glue your boat shut and bam! Pro 
Tip: If you �nd it hard to stick your tongue under the glue strip and get a nice seal, fold the top over and lick the outside of the 
glue strip. The glue will still adhere and you don’t have to try to slide your tongue under the glue.

10.

Once you have the joint fully rolled, take the twisted end and shake it down a bit. We call this ‘packing the joint’ and it will 
push any loose cannabis towards the �lter and tighten the joint. Once it’s packed down, twist o� the excess paper and 
tighten it.

11.
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Best material to use

An index card

A manila folder

Magazine subscription card

Some business cards (not too thick)

Make a few accordion-style folds at the end of your crunch material.

Steps

1. 

Roll the rest of the unfolded �lter around the folded (it should look like a “W” with a circle).2. 
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The width of the crutch is a matter of personal preference. Wider ones let more smoke through, which produces a rougher 
smoke, while thinner ones cool the smoke but run a greater risk of clogging. Shoot for somewhere in the middle.

Some smoking shops sell little booklets of ready to use �lter tips, which generally consist of little strips of hardened paper 
neatly cut to size. Alternately, you can buy cellulose �lter tips like those used in tobacco cigarettes.

Tips


